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In order to predict the future one must study the past, realize the
current affairs and forecast where things are heading.
When I heard the so-called “collective leadership” from Dr. Berhanu’s
group the first thing I said to myself was Dr. Nega and his colleges are
making left turn to neutralize Kinijit.
Let me try to elaborate my understanding of Collective Leadership
(CL). The concept CL was extracted from communist system
advocates making a radical change in a given society and up to
deposing a Government by any means necessary.
CL can be implemented to an organization where there is no different
view and vision among the key players. Lets examine our Kinijit, if we
look at the current Kinijt leaders they came with different backgrounds
and have no same ideological convocation. Therefore Kiniji is not
immune from internal hurdles from its inception until today and
Collective Leadership either not understood by Birtukan Midakesa
group or it’s a pretext to divert and convert Kinijit to be loyal
opposition.

Leadership must be earned not given by TPLF leaders

Dr. Berhanu has a long record of experience sleeping with enemy.
Disclosures by a close family member of Dr Nega suggest that the

relationship between Berhanu and TPLF officials including Berket
Simon is so close and intimate that may raise more questions than
answers among Ethiopians.
A top businessman known for frequently donating huge amount of
money to Kinijit, who is a very close friend of Dr. Nega say that Dr.
Berhanu Nega is a frequent visitor to Bireket and Dr Kontitinos Berhe
who is Meles Zenawi’s advisor. According to Kontitinos Berhe Dr.
Berhanu is in good books with several key TPLF leaders including Meles
Zenawi.
I will be back with the Sleeping with Enemy Part-II

